
COVID-19 Shopper Research 
Key Findings - April 2020 

Time to 
Shift your
Commerce 
Strategy



Changes in Shopper Behaviors & Attitudes.

Geometry continues our series on updating the industry and our clients on how we see shoppers’ attitudes 

and behaviors shifting throughout the phases of COVID-19. The following view includes real-time data from 

our proprietary research study to assess the major changes in consumer’s actions during March and April. 

This is Wave 2 of our multi-wave tracking study. We hope this will help inform brand and retail strategies as 

we continue to adapt communications and activations to the needs of consumers.



1. Panic Buying In-Stores Moves to 
Controlled Restocking Online.

Tell me more: Panic stock-up trips will likely continue for the next 2-3 months with 73% of 

people still stocking up a month into the pandemic. Restocking trips have migrated more online 

with eGrocery fulfillment now over-taking in-store as the preferred shopping method. This will 

have a significant impact for brands post recovery as more people move their buying online and 

get comfortable with e-commerce. Shoppers have moved to build their ‘subscriptions’ and 

default shopping lists, cementing their ecommerce saved lists/brands to auto replenish during 

this time.



What
Can
Brands
Do?

Creating habits and momentum for repeatable ecommerce transactions should be the goal for 
Spring 2020.

As physical availability of many brands within brick & mortar is decreased as shoppers visit stores 
less, it places an increased importance for creating mental availability online. Brands need to 
prioritize their digital presence, enhance content paid search, and invest in contextually relevant ad 
placements on retailer websites, mobile apps and social media channels.

This calls for a full rethink and in many cases redesign of content and imagery for ecommerce 
environments (PDPs, Social Commerce, Digital Media on Retail Websites). In our recent Geometry 
study – “Using Neuroscience to trigger Ecommerce Impulse”, we’ve seen that simple changes to 
imagery and copy such as imagery that puts people in virtual points of consumption, adding 
immediate/frictionless calls to action “Just a Click Away” and applying behavioral economics 
principles (like herding, priming) to imagery increased impulse buying intent/desire for 2 hour 
delivery by 2-5X.
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2. A New Shift To Community Is Challenging 
Amazon and Mass Merchants.

Tell me more: Shoppers are increasingly turning to local grocery stores for ecommerce as they 

focus on supporting their own communities with 40% currently shopping most at their regular 

grocery store’s website (vs. Mass Merch and Amazon). This also is seen with physical shopping 

trips more likely to take place at the neighborhood grocer, thus indicating potential long-term 

implications. Both physically and digitally, we are thinking and acting more local when shopping 

for what we need.



Get local - focus shopper marketing programs on partnering with retailer’s initiatives to help 
shoppers and their own communities cope now and in recovery.

Engage with and support internal community influencers (especially those furloughed like 
bartenders, distillers, waitresses, hairstylists etc.) and give them a platform within shopper and 
digital programs to continue to engage shoppers, earn an income, share their craft and build 
interconnectedness.

Feature more human solutions including creative commerce programs that inspire shoppers and 
celebrate store associates, delivery drivers, etc. who have become frontline heroes. 

What
Can
Brands
Do?



3. To Maintain Consumer Loyalty, Brands 
Must Respond to a New Set of Demands.

Tell me more: Brand loyalty continues to be challenged as consumers are willing to try 

alternative options when their preference is out-of-stock. Across categories, less than 50% of 

shoppers are buying their usual brands. Compared to 36% of shoppers stating they were less 

choosey about what brands they bought in the earlier weeks of the pandemic. Categories where 

we see the greatest impact are frozen meals with only 41% of consumers sticking to their 

regular brand, 42% within frozen desserts and 44% within alcohol purchases. This means 

people are trying a broader assortment and likely to discover new products during this time.



What
Can
Brands
Do?

Protect brand equity by fueling ongoing digital purchase incentives and ensuring content is 
fresh and relevant to the needs of consumers now and in the future.

Own category searches and test new digital demand spaces.

Explore exclusive ecommerce bundles that add additional value for people in their new 
normal.

Offer consumers innovative ways to purchase and test out products while they are in a more 
open-minded state to build advocacy and preference.

Protect the core though shifting dollars to focus more on CRM.
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4. The Role of ‘Comfort’ Moves Up In 
Consumer Focus.

Tell me more: The feeling of comfort and security goes beyond stocking up on toilet paper. 

70% of people are making a conscious effort to keep their families spirits up during this 

pandemic. Outside of necessity categories like water, cleaning and paper products, frozen 

meals and snacks have seen the highest uptick in “buying more” indicating people are turning 

to simple comfort foods that remind them of better times. We’ve seeing a return to nostalgia 

recipes as well as foods we grew-up with or were a go-to during other challenging times.



Shift strategy to focus on traditional and new comfort foods.

Build community within social channels to inspire sharing of new and simple meal & snack recipes 
and pairings.

Bundle food with other items (simple healthy meal bundles, fun/themed meal solutions) that help 
people innovate and have fun in the kitchen.

Focus health and wellness messages around the foods we've always loved.

Older brands should capture the momentum around their categories as consumers return to them.

Through data and technology, make food options more personal and accessible by bringing 
customized experiences to consumers.

What
Can
Brands
Do?



5. Higher Expectations Placed on Brands, 
Redefining Value.

Tell me more: People expect brands to be more purposeful now and do more than offer 

discounts. Interestingly, offering philanthropic support and donating to charities was only a part 

of the mix. The majority of people were looking for simple actions from brands -- 72% of 

shoppers said they want brands to express simple understanding for what they are facing and 

offer encouragement/optimism, whereas 59% were looking for brands to provide helpful and 

entertaining content.



What
Can
Brands
Do?

Brands should play a growing role in people’s lives as they actively engage in a wide array of 
activities that foster positivity, improve their overall well-being and help them stay connected with 
friends/family virtually.

Solve before you sell – those brands who can win over consumers today with real utility will find 
fans in the long run. How can you be a guiding light for people as they create their new version of 
normal, maybe one that is even better for them.

Getting innovative has never been more important, so consider ways to enable fun, inspire family 
togetherness and learning.

But don’t paint over the reality. Consumers trust brands that are honest in their optimism, focused 
on how they are helping to move society through this now and in the future. And don’t stop doing 
good when this is all over, make brand purpose long-term and truly ‘live your purpose.’



Geometry’s ‘Defining The New Normal: COVID19 Shopper Research' Study was conducted among                                     
over 400 US Households, Grocery Shoppers ages 25-54.  Photos by rupixen.com and John Cameron on Unsplash.
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